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Early language input and later 

reading

development

▶ There is a general tendency to treat heritage language (HL) 

learners as if they formed a single unitary group with shared 

linguistic and print experiences. 

▶ In actuality, however, HL learners vary widely in their early oral 

and print experiences at home or in other social contexts and 

as a result, they develop vastly different skills in both oral 

language and literacy skills. 
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Literacy and transition to biliteracy

▶ Literacy is not only the ability to read and produce writing (letters,

words) but also the ability to do so in a socio-culturally

appropriate manner (Pérez 1998). Purcell-Gates, Jacobson and

Degener (2004) propose the idea of print literacy, which refers to

reading and writing in some form of print for communicative

purposes in people’s daily life.

▶ Biliteracy is conceptualized as “any and all instances in which

communication occurs in two (or more) languages in or around

writing” (Hornberger 1990: 213).
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Macro-Approach and Micro-

Approach

▶ Top-down – bottom-up.

▶ READING: fairly large and complex texts almost from 

beginning. 

▶ CULTURE: full range of language input (e.g., audio, 

visual, and print). 
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More than 300 million people speak English as a native language. Most 

of them live in North America, the British Isles, Australia, New Zealand, 

the Caribbean, and South Africa. In several of these countries, English is 

not the sole language: the Quebec province of Canada is French-

speaking, most South Africans speak Africaans or Bantu languages, and 

many Irish and Welsh people speak Celtic languages. But those whose 

native language is not English will have it as their second language for 

certain governmental, commercial, social, or educational activities 

within their own country.

About twenty-five countries legally use English as an official language; in 

about ten (such as Nigeria) it is the sole official language, and in some 

fifteen others (such as India) it shares that status with one or more other 

languages. 

Text 1. 
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Sample of exercise:

▶ Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

1. People in Canada speak only English.

2. English is not spoken in Ireland.

3. 3. In India English shares the status of an official language with

one or more other languages.

▶ Where in the text is the government mentioned? What exactly

does it say?

▶ Summarize the text in once sentence.
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Writing in Heritage Language 

courses

Stacey Alex and Elena Foulis



Cultural Wealth Model
Tara Yosso (2005)



Essay Writing: Goals, Motivation & Support 

For this activity, imagine the home and life that you 
want to have thirty years from now. What does it look 
like? Label each part.
▶ Steps: Short-term, what tasks will you accomplish this year to reach your goals?

▶ Doors: Long term, what will you need to do to accomplish to reach your goals?

▶ Walls: Who/what holds you up and keeps you strong?

▶ Mailboxes: Send a letter to your future self from who you are today. What
would you like to say to yourself thirty years from now?

▶ Windows: Who/What keeps you motivated to keep moving forward?

▶ Trees: What keeps you grounded and connected to your values?

▶ Fences: What things/people might try to keep you from reaching your goals?



Building choice 

into writing 

assignments, 

creating safe 

spaces 

Comic by Vicko 
Alvarez Vega
www.scholarcomics.com



Advanced writing course

● Autobiography

● Ethnography

○ Identifying a family member to interview

○ Writing questions

○ Conducting and recording the interview

○ Transcribing the interview

○ Writing/curating the story

● Opinion piece/OpEd

○ Less formal, but still informed.

● Professional/career

■ Research

■ Multiple sources



Adjusting to different levels

Move to the section of the room that

corresponds to the grade that you teach.

▶K-4

▶5-7

▶8-9

▶10-12

▶College



▶Asking for an interview: Be positive and 

polite. Establish a concrete date, time, and 

place for the interview. 

▶Planning the interivew: Carefully prepare 

the interview questions (the content and 

order) to feel confident. This includes

finding a voice recorder that works and 

knowing how to use it.

▶Follow culturally appropriate structure and 

content. 

The interview



▶Active listening: A good interviewer                                 

listens, observes the reactions of the                     

interviewee, and ask follow-up questions.

▶ Taking notes during the interview: Observations 

about the interviewee are an integral part of the 

process (dress, gestures, environment, pauses, facial 

expression). Use in the narration:  “After a long pause, 

Liliana brushed a strand of hair away from her eyes and 

looked up. She explained passionately that, “… 

▶PHOTOS (of the interviewee, of their environment)

The interview



▶Avoid questions with just one answer
(convergent)

Examples:

• Do you like coffee?

• Do you miss your country?

▶Instead use open-ended questions (divergent)

Example:

• What do you most remember about the coffee? 

Can you tell me more about that?

• What do you do when you miss your country?

The interview



“How did 
you and 

grandma 
meet?”

“There was a serenade 

when he saw her for the 

first time and, in his 

memory, it was then that 

he asked my 

grandmother to be his 

girlfriend. 

Writing questions |  transcribing  | interpreting

One student wants to know how his grandparents met and what their lives         
were like when they crossed the border compared to today.

1. You both were born in Mexico, correct? What part of Mexico are you from?

2. I understand that you, grandpa, crossed first, why did you decide to cross?

3. Grandpa, what was that transition like? 

4. Please tell me a bit about your experience being in the Mexican military.

5. I know you met when WWII was already over but when and how did that 
happen. Please tell me the whole story.

6. After you married, why did you not stay in Mexico?

7. Where did you move to in the US? What were your lives like here compared 
to the lives you had in Mexico?

8. What was life like when you arrived to life today?

9. What are some of your proudest accomplishments?

10. If you could go back in time, what would you change, or tell yourself?

11. Do you miss Mexico and your family that was left behind? If not, why?                
If so, why did you not retire there?

12. What advice do you have for your children and grandchildren? 



DESIGNING AND CURATING THE ESSAY

▶CURATION: Rather than read an entire study about a subject, 

museums help visitors understand key ideas.

▶Cannot retell every moment of the interview. Instead, pick out the 

most important and help readers connect them.

▶Make narrative cohesive with transitions, either chronological, or

arranged by theme.

▶SCRAPBOOKING: Highlight the main ideas with concrete details

and description to transport the reader to specific moments.



· Juan explains:  “I had to study like 
crazy."

· Juan explained that he had to study 
like crazy.

· The girl said she had attended, “an 
amazing Ana Torroja concernt and I 
loved it!”

· The girl said she atrended an 
amazing Ana Torroja concert and she 
loved it. 

· The bride told her friend:  “I hope the 
groom has arrived!”

The bride told her friend that she 
hoped the groom had arrived.  

· Miguel’s mother ordered him, “Pick 
up your room or you’re not going out 
tonight!”

· Miguel’s mother ordered him to pick 
up his room or he would not go out 
that night. 

How to cite the interview:

DIRECT STYLE INDIRECT STYLE



Introduction to the interview recording: Say to the interviewee at the 

beginning of the interview (your name, the name of the interviewee, why you are 

meeting, the theme of the interview, thank them, etc) 

“Good afternoon and thank you for being here today. My name is ______and I 

am here with ______ to talk about _______. 

• Depending on your relationship, use either a formal or informal register 

consistently (in Spanish tú or usted with command forms).

• Create an introduction for the first 3 questions to show what you already know 

about the subject and your interest. Example: I understand that before 

becoming an art profesor, you were the President of the company Romero. 

How did you decide to pursue art? 

• To jog their memory, ask about their strangest/most special/clearest memory. 

• Organize your questions in the most logical order. 

• Don’t ask biographical questions unless you have never met the person and 

don’t have access to that information. 

• All questions should address as single THEME ****



PRACTICE: Brief interview 

with your classmate

Theme _________________

Questions:
1. …
2. …
3. …
4. …
5. …

Report to the class using INDIRECT 
and DIRECT quotes.

Lupe said her parents came to the 
U.S. because her father wanted to
continue his studies.

Lupe said,  “my father always wanted
to finish his studies in the U.S.”



Vas a escuchar la entrevista con Damaris. 

Pon atención a la información que nos da. 

¡Toma notas¡

Después de escuchar:

En grupos (por mesa), comenten acerca 

de la información que anotaron y 

empiezen a escribir una introducción para 
esta entrevista.

PRACTICE: Students listen to an interview and take notes 

together. As a group, they write an introduction to their 
essay and develop an outline.



Reading & Writing in Somali

Ohio Heritage Language Summit
Cultivating the Languages in Our Community

Jibril Mohamed
The Ohio State University

Mohamed.196@osu.edu
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Writing & Reading in Somali

SOMALI:
NATIVE LANGUAGE

(Speaking and Listening)

Home.



Writing & Reading in Somali

ARABIC: 
FIRST LANGUAGE
(Writing and Reading)

Right to left. New sounds. 

Age 3+: Quranic/Religious School



Writing & Reading in Somali

SOMALI:
NATIVE LANGUAGE

(Reading and Writing)
Modified Latin Alphabet

School (Age 5+)



Writing & Reading in Somali

ENGLISH:
SECOND LANGUAGE

All four skills

High School
Private Schools



Writing & Reading in Somali

ENGLISH/ITALIAN/ARABIC:
SECOND LANGUAGE

All four skills

UNIVERSITY
Arabic: Religious Studies

English: Education, Business & Social Sciences
Italian: Professional Degrees (Law, Medicine, etc.)



Teaching Somali

• Using real/authentic materials and whole texts 
to teach skills.

• Addressing real life situations/problems 
(student, local, world.)

• Providing choices & involving students in the 
decision making process.

• Working independently and in groups.
• Providing for student involvement.
• Using authentic assessments.



Some Cultural Considerations

• Galab wanaagsan.
• Magacaygu waa Jibril; magacaa?
• Barasho wanaagsan.

• Names: 
• Time



Insights & Questions
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